ABSTRACT Comprehending social media discussions in short text microblogs is fundamental for knowledge-based applications like recommender systems. Twitter, for example, provides rich real-time information in keeping with its streaming nature. Making sense of such data without automated support is not feasible due to its vast size and nature. The problem becomes more complex when the data in question have a low variance in terms of topical diversity. Therefore, an automatic method for understanding textual patterns in such topically constrained data needs to be developed. A major challenge to building such a system is in its ability to comprehend the nature of the data with regard to diversity of word structure correlations, vocabulary sparsity, and distinguishing factors in the generated topics. In this paper, we present a novel semi-supervised approach called metamodel enabled latent Dirichlet allocation to address this challenge. Compared to stateof-the-art approaches, our model incorporates a domain-specific metamodel. The metamodel is defined as a set of topic label vectors derived from long texts to guide the learning process in shorter texts.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, an exponential growth has been seen in social data. A huge chunk of this data is disseminated in short text e.g. Twitter data. On average, 500 million tweets are sent globally every day. 1 Twitterers, in essence, are able to share photos, locations, videos and other textual content which raises challenges in mining such data. Events on short text microblogs generated through Twitter give rise to topics of discussion in the form of trending topics. A topic in essence is a collection of words or phrases that refer to a popular but temporal concept. For example, Twitter and Facebook provide a real-time list of trending content and topics for users. This includes posts from friends, discussions outside their circle, as well as breaking news, etc.
Accurate extraction and comprehension of short text data is important for content recommendation applications. Topic detection/modeling and tracking [1] algorithms e.g. Latent Dirichlet Association (LDA) [4] and Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [14] provide powerful mechanisms for analyzing latent semantics especially in conventional textual datasets e.g. news items and product reviews.
Shorter texts are more difficult to mine and analyze due to the limited vocabulary compared to standard long 1 http://www.internetlivestats.com/twitter-statistics/ text datasets. Slang, different languages of expression, inconsistent and sparse vocabulary across twitterers presents formidable challenges to learning such data. Conventional topic discovery algorithms have struggled to use word co-occurrence counts to mine useful patterns from sparse text data [26] , [29] .
These challenges have sparked much interest from the research community. Weng et al. [25] proposed Twitter-LDA where individual tweets are consolidated into a single document before modeling topics from the document. A key limitation of this approach is its inability to mitigate noise in short texts as well as failure to deal with large topic variance. Incorporation of external knowledge has helped in improving the learning process of shorter textual data. He et al. [11] proposed LDA with Social Interest (SILDA) where coherent topics from short texts are mined based on interest word sets generated from the tweets themselves. This is computationally costly, especially when mining twitter streams as well as dealing with noise in formulating interest sets.
Based on the above gaps, our motivation in this paper is in discovery of coherent topics in short text by incorporating domain-specific long texts in order to assist the mining process. We present a novel semi-supervised learning based approach called Metamodel Enabled Latent Dirichlet Association (MELDA) to solve this problem. We refer to it as semi-supervised because of its modeling process. The process is guided by incorporating a metamodel built from an external but semantically relevant long text dataset. Taking the metamodel into account refines the topic modeling process for short texts and enables better topic coherency, as shown by our experimental results in Section V. The metamodel is important in the LDA initialization phase where words and their respective co-occurrence patterns bias word distribution over the short text dataset. We introduce a seed confidence value that defines the percentage of topics convergence towards certain words in the seed topic set from the metamodel.
To evaluate MELDA, we generated metamodel topic label vectors from a collection of smartphone reviews and distributed them over product support related tweets (short text dataset). This allowed us to generate more interpretable topics as explained in Section V. Our dataset of choice is termed as topically constrained as it has low topic diversity. In the smartphone dataset that we experimented with, word co-occurrence in certain aspects is high. For example, complaints related to the camera aspect may be similar to those of the screen or battery aspects. Therefore, a topically constrained dataset contrasts conventional datasets related to e.g. news, sports or politics that are linguistically diverse and with well defined topics. The paper makes the following contributions:-1) We propose a two-step novel process to incorporate long text external knowledge in the metamodel for modeling topics in shorter texts:-
• Extraction of topic labels -Topic labels from the metamodel are extracted via LDA. The assumption is that LDA works well on long texts [4] , [9] , [23] . The metamodel is derived from word co-occurrence patterns and is used to guide the initialization of topics in shorter texts.
• Distribution of short texts over the metamodelTweets are distributed over the metamodel topic labels at the initialization step resulting in a metamodel topic labels-tweets matrix. The novelty in the semi-supervision aspect lies in the distribution of topic label vectors derived from seed topics over short texts to anchor the initialization phase. A seed confidence value is introduced to determine the level of restrain which ultimately determines the topical variance between the two sets as well as the term co-occurrence based topic modeling bit. The guidance and seeding process in modeling aims to generate more coherent topics. This is not the case in vanilla LDA [4] and its variants [2] , [7] , [16] , [24] , [25] , [28] , [29] . 2) Topically constrained dataset -Regarding the dataset, we present and model a topically constrained short text dataset.This is a dataset that has low topic variance with overlapping topics and word co-occurrence patterns. Unlike conventional long and short text datasets, it lacks well defined categories and vocabulary variance is not overly diverse. 3) Evaluation against baselines -We evaluate our approach against state-of the art baseline approaches -LDA [4] , Twitter-LDA [25] , and SILDA [11] -on the same noisy dataset with the same parameter settings. A quantitative evaluation of our results demonstrates better semantic interpretability of the modeled topics. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II covers related work. Section III describes LDA and definition of the research problem. The MELDA approach is presented in Section IV, which includes its overview, algorithm, and design framework. Section V presents the experimental configuration and results. Limitations related to generalization of the model and possible workarounds are presented in Section VI. MELDA significance is presented in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII presents conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Conventional long texts e.g products reviews, as well as short and noisy texts form a bulk of the online data. Comprehension of such texts is thus an active research area. Topic modeling algorithms such as PLSA [14] and LDA [4] have demonstrated great success in the discovery of latent topics in large text corpora, especially in long text documents. However, the same algorithms do not perform well when subjected to short and noisy datasets [26] , [29] . Despite this drawback, LDA remains one of the most popular algorithms of choice in uncovering latent semantic structures in such texts [26] , [29] .
Regarding modeling of topics in short texts, Zhao et al. [28] proposed a topic keyphrases extraction methodology for tweets. In their approach, three processes were applied: keyword ranking, generation and ranking of key phrases. In ranking keywords, a modification of the Topical Pagerank method [16] was made by introducing a score related to topic sensitivity. Principled probabilistic phrase ranking was then proposed to rank keyphrases. User interests were also modeled via the retweeting patterns using this keyphrase ranking methodology. Experiments on a larger Twitter dataset showed better performance in the extraction of topical keyphrases in short texts.
Zhao et al. [29] on the other hand modeled topics from tweets by assuming that each tweet belonged to one topic which is not always true in reality. A tweet such as ''Illiteracy is a product of a failed government'' depicts more than one topic i.e. education and governance. Aligning the contextual representation of the tweet to one topic (single idea concept) was therefore not a viable hypothesis.
Weng et al. [25] , on the other hand, proposed finding topic-sensitive influential twitterers by combining all tweets an individual disseminated over time into one document. The goal was to understand each user's interests and thus LDA was applied on the single aggregated document. This approach, however, did not reduce noise in addition to making word co-occurrence more difficult to interpret. VOLUME 6, 2018 Incorporation of external knowledge is another thought process that some researchers adopted in learning texts with a sparse vocabulary. Andrzejewski et al. [2] incorporated domain knowledge in the conventional LDA modeling process via Dirichlet Forest priors (DF-LDA). Their thought process was that knowledge could be expressed with two primitives on word pairs i.e. Must-Links (i.e. words that should co-occur) and Cannot-Links(i.e. words that should not co-occur). This was meant to restrain topic distribution. For example, words like ''study, computing'' or ''Maori, culture'' may always co-occur in the topic modeling process. This vital co-occurrence knowledge was encoded as Must-Links in the Dirichlet Forest prior to augment the LDA process for extraction of succinct topics.
Chen et al. [7] proposed Multi-Domain LDA where s-sets (semantic sets) denoted sets of words sharing the same semantic meaning in a domain, similar to must-links in [2] . Prior knowledge from multiple past domains is explored as s-sets to produce more coherent topics. Domain knowledge extraction from Miller [18] was also applied to extract knowledge from texts by Chen et al. [7] .
In conventional long texts, Ramage et al. [22] improved the topic modeling process by introducing known labels to produce even better topic labels through multi-label supervision. However, finding such prior knowledge especially in streaming noisy texts may not be possible due to a large topical variance in tweets. Incorrect external knowledge, on the other hand, may lead to unreliable results due to contextual variances in the two sets. For example, topics with well-defined descriptions may have been incorrectly influenced by prior knowledge and not by patterns in the actual data.
In order to mitigate the above user-centric problems, some researchers have taken advantage of underlying knowledge in the data. In social text analysis, social relationships between entities are one path that has been explored to find prior knowledge [17] . Wang et al. [24] represented hashtags as graph values and mined co-occurrence patterns between them. Furthermore, the literal meaning of hashtags was utilized as semi-supervision.
Implicit information mining in social networks is another area that has been explored for knowledge extraction [10] . Based on the underlying social network structure, reposting behavior of users could also be modeled. This is useful in prediction of user content dissemination patterns which are pertinent in scenarios related to events discovery [21] . Combination of re-tweeting networks and textual content is also an interesting dimension in social text analysis. Community detection in social networks is also another area that has been extensively researched on [20] .
Our interest is in the extraction of coherent topics in short, noisy and topically constrained data. This type of data has limitations in word co-occurrence thus a sparse vocabulary. Therefore, it is not a trivial task even for topic modeling algorithms to derive interpretable tasks from such data [6] . Our model is based on LDA thus a brief introduction to LDA is necessary. LDA is an unsupervised approach in textual data knowledge discovery. It generates a summary of preset topics through a discrete probability distribution over words. Per-document distribution over the generated topics are then inferred. Each document is therefore interpreted as a mixture of various topics with the topic distribution assumed to have a sparse Dirichlet prior. This sparsity ensures that documents only cover a small set of topics and that topics can also be captured by a small set of words that reduce ambiguity in the generated set of topics [3] . Formulation of a topic in LDA is based on term co-occurrence likelihood. For example, a term may be presented in different topics but its surrounding words define the interpretability of the topic. In our case metamodel seed topic vectors are distributed over raw tweets to generate more interpretable topics.
LDA ALGORITHM
In LDA's topic generative process as shown in Algorithm 1, θ and β are the models' hyper-parameters. θ d is the topic-word multinomial distribution with parameter vector α [4] . The second loop presents a multinomial distribution of topics z w over words w w with β as the Dirichlet Prior.
B. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Syntactic rules are not defined in online content dissemination more so in short text microblogs. Moreover, data sources like Twitter present short and noisy texts that make it hard for not only machines but even humans to interpret the underlying knowledge. One challenge with such data is the short document lengths and term co-occurrence sparsity. A single tweet comprises of 140 characters (recently extended to 280) which poses a comprehension challenge as textual understanding is based on word co-occurrence that is limited in this case. Long text modeling algorithms have proved not to work well on such texts due to this limitation particularity under fully unsupervised mode of operation [6] .
Apart from the challenges that stem from short texts, our dataset even on manual inspection presents a unique challenge. Topic variance is quite limited, which makes topical comprehension more difficult. The dataset as presented in Section V-A is unique to support related tweets of several smartphone brands. Topics of discussion are quite similar but some unique variances are also present. Discovery of meaningful patterns in such short texts is therefore not a trivial task especially in topic discrimination.
IV. METAMODEL ENABLED LDA (MELDA) A. OVERVIEW
To address the problem presented in Section III-B, we propose a guided-based modeling process by introducing a metamodel from a semantically related external long text data source. We name our approach Metamodel Enabled LDA (MELDA). With semi-supervision, even long text topic modeling algorithms perform well on short text documents. The only assumption in our approach is that prior knowledge in the domain of interest is available to guide the shorter texts learning process.
MELDA models each tweet as a mixture of topics similar to LDA. Therefore, each tweet in our dataset is distributed over the metamodel topic-sets referred to as the seed topic sets. A topic-word in essence is generated in relation to a conditional distribution between regular topics and seed topic sets. This introduces two latent variables: tweets-based topics (regular topics) and seed topic sets(seed topics).
A seed topic is a non-uniform probability distribution over the words in its set. The model infers the probability distributions of seed topics sets Topic generation in MELDA is two-fold: (a) generation of topics via the seed topics, (b) generation of regular topic sets from short texts known as regular topics. There is a restriction on the seed topics distribution to only generate words from the seed set. Regular topic distribution on the other hand is not restrictive and can generate any word, including ones in the seed topic sets.
MELDA differs from conventional LDA in its ability to control how words are assigned to topics in the initialization step. A seed confidence value is introduced. This is a value that controls the level of bias that seeded words incline towards the seed topics. With a seed confidence of 0.15, for example, bias is set at 15% more towards seed topic sets. The process is iterative which after several iterations helps the model to converge.
For simplicity, we assume a one-to-one correspondence between regular and seeded topics. A tweet-metamodel matrix is generated in the process which makes it computationally possible to assign each raw tweet to a specific seed topic set based on the seed confidence value. MELDA adds another latent factor, seed topic set and seed confidence value. Therefore, the probability that a word n arises in topic k is derived as
where n is the word, d is the metamodel topic label, t is the tweet, and k is the topic. Relevant words in different topics are therefore correlated to respective topics that they fall under. The model then chooses the right t corresponding to topic k based on a seed confidence value x. This is instrumental in resolving topic ambiguity problems where a word falls in two or more topics as well as accurately modeling under-represented topics. 
B. DESIGN FRAMEWORK
As mentioned in Section I, the topic modeling process is twophased. We first extract topic labels from a long text smartphone reviews dataset as the metamodel. This is primarily for extraction of specific aspects in form of topic labels known as metamodel topic label vectors. The topic label vectors are then distributed over the raw tweets. We ranked topics and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) of relevant terms in each topic as label vectors in the metamodel-tweets matrix. For evaluation purposes, we chose three dominant smartphone aspects (battery, screen, camera) to guide the supervision process at the initialization step in the short texts dataset. Figure 1 illustrates this process. The left-side box labeled with ''extraction of topic labels'' in the figure represents the process of extracting the metamodel vectors (topic labels and relevant word ranks). The associated topics and related words inform the word co-occurrence patterns to be used in initializing topics in the shorter texts. The assumption is that the long texts are contextually relevant to the short texts.Metamodel topic label vectors are then distributed over the short tweets which is MELDA's last step in its generative process. This process is also LDA inspired with bias using a seed confidence value to guide the initialization step. In Figure 1 , this process is illustrated in the right-side box labeled ''distribution of short text over metamodel topic vectors''.
C. GENERATIVE PROCESS
MELDA's generative process is inspired by work presented in [11] and [15] which factored social interests and topical categories respectively as Dirichlet priors for distribution over the dataset. Our approach however, is based on seed topic sets generated and ranked from the metamodel. This guides our seeding process especially in short text word co-occurrence patterns. Some notations that we use in Algorithm 2 are as below: T -tweets collection where each tweet t has N t words. K -number of topics. D is the number of seed topic sets from metamodel.
Derive the topic distribution over seed topic sets ϕ k ∼ Dir(γ ) for each seed topic set d ∈ {1, . . . , D} do Derive a per-topic and per seed-topic set distribution over words
ψ represents the integration of the metamodel topic label vectors with raw tweet vectors forming a tweet-metamodel topic label preference matrix (DXT ).
In Algorithm 2, topic distribution λ is drawn from a Dirichlet Prior δ just like in the LDA generative process before the first loop. The first loop represents a multinomial distribution over seed topics sets ϕ k as well as from a Dirichlet prior γ . Tweet-metamodel topic label preference matrix is introduced in the third loop for revaluation of α (t) in the tweets and metamodel topic sets.
Word-topic and document-topic distributions are also computed in this step. Tweets with higher correlation to the seed topic set after adjustment of the seed confidence value, are assigned a higher hyper-parameter θ (t) in the fourth loop. Topics ζ t,i , with a higher correlation with the seed topic sets from the metamodel as per the seed confidence value are modified to include seeded words. This is illustrated in Section IV-A. Otherwise, regular topics take precedence. This is illustrated in the last two conditional statements in Algorithm 2. Figure 2 depicts the flow of MELDA's probabilistic graphical model. Two parts in this plate notation emit a word. Topic distribution λ, is drawn from a Dirichlet prior δ. Vocabulary distribution φ from the seeded set draws emitted words from a Dirichlet distribution β. This step is illustrated in the second loop of Algorithm 2. π is a multinomial distribution that governs the choice between the seeded set and regular topics.
D. SAMPLE REPRESENTATION
Battery/Screen/Camera topic in Figure 3 (a) shows a number of overlapping terms. Words related to cameras, screen and battery are also in the Battery/Screen/Camera topic. This makes topic discrimination difficult. In a supervised setting, proper labeling or more training can fix the problem. This is however difficult in a purely unsupervised setting. Such a situation can arise if there are not enough documents about specific topics. In addition, our dataset's topical variance is constrained in addition to a sparse vocabulary which renders topical discrimination difficult.
In our approach, we let terms related to battery, screen, and camera converge around related topics in the metamodel seed topic sets. At the end of this process, terms converge towards specific topics like in Figure 3 (b) .
Conventional LDA assigns each word randomly to a topic in the initialization step. As mentioned in Section IV-A, the randomness could either be skewed if the α value is small and vice versa. Finding out which terms belong to which topic follows in the generative process. For example, finding the topic for the term Xperia follows this process. LDA modeling process first assumes that each term in the corpus belongs to a certain random topic. Xperia is thus assumed to belong to any of the topics in Figure 3 (a) . The next computation is pairwise combinations regarding which other terms co-occur with Xperia. The most common topic among the co-occurring terms becomes also Xperia's topic. The probability of Xperia fitting into topic Z (Battery Fires, Screen, Camera, Service) when it occurs follows this procedure. First, the number of Xperia word counts assigned to topic Z multiplied by the number of other words already in Z is computed. The product is then divided by the total number of times any word is assigned to Z [15] . Algorithm 3 captures this initialization process.
Algorithm 3 Topic Modeling Initialization Process
Xperia will most likely lie between screen and camera topics, because contextually, it co-occurred with terms related to camera and screen more than OnePlus, Huawei or the other models. Manual inspection of the dataset and metadata proves so. Iterations over term co-occurrence patterns eventually lead to model convergence. Our concern is with regard to terms convergence towards certain seed topic sets in the metamodel. An assumption in the MELDA generative process is that external data and its underlying topics have to be known beforehand. Word distribution patterns in the metadata set provide clues on our intended word co-occurrence patterns. For example, the LDA generative process might classify Xperia in the screen topic but that may not be the case in the metadata set. Guidance is therefore needed to tune the model towards assigning Xperia to say the camera topic or even service, if that's a pertinent issue with Xperia. A seed confidence value is also introduced in the initialization step, to boost the convergence of the Xperia term towards the topic of choice as per the seed topic sets.
Based on the seed topic sets, certain patterns may be exhibited. For example, replacements and contact in Figure 3 (b) may be seeded towards Battery Fires topic if that reflects the word co-occurrence pattern in the metamodel seed topics. With more iterations, an increase in the number of seeded words will be noted until the model converges. For seeded documents, the word count for w will be higher thus p(z|w, x)α count across all docs w belongs to z.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We present a quantitative evaluation of our model in this section. Different authors investigated different aspects and techniques related to modeling of topics in short text sets.
Our rationale for choosing baselines for comparison with our approach is discussed below. 1) LDA [4] is a well proven method of extracting coherent topics, especially in datasets with adequate vocabulary. 2) Twitter-LDA [29] is a specific modeling approach for tweets. In its generative process, an assumption is made that each document (tweet) represents exactly one topic. It thus reports significant improvements when it comes to modeling topics from short texts. 3) SILDA [11] introduces the pre-learned interest knowledge from the tweets themselves based on segmented user interests as prior knowledge. The model pre-learned interest-word-sets and the tweet-interest preference matrix are the prior knowledge that's incorporated in the topic modeling process.
A. DATASETS AND SETTINGS 1) DATASETS a: SHORT TEXTS
Our interest is in modeling coherent topics thus Twitter provided an ideal testing scenario for mining short text data. We used a real-life Twitter dataset related to smartphones. We specifically collected support related tweets for Apple, Huawei, Samsung, Sony and Oneplus brands. The phone models under these brands are diverse which offered good scope for simulating a real life scenario. The data was collected between January to December 2016 via Twitter's streaming API. 2 We opted for support related tweets as they offered deeper insights into specific phone aspects. We collected 490,231 English tweets from 268,465 unique users after excluding the ones disseminated by the brand handles that were mainly generic replies. Manual inspection of the dataset revealed that it was quite compact in terms of topical variance. This implied that topical diversity was small compared to conventional datasets related to e.g. news etc. Each entry in the dataset represented a single tweet with its associated metadata e.g. geo, mentions, hashtags etc.
b: METAMODEL FORMULATION
As described in Section I, our goal was to augment the learning process of shorter texts for coherency in regular topics. Metamodel formulation from a conventional long-text dataset that was semantically related to the short text dataset was ideal. Therefore, an assumption in this approach is that prior knowledge on the choice of external data is available.
c: EXTERNAL DATA CHOICE
Contextual and linguistic relevance is paramount in selecting the external data source. Semantic relevance and textual descriptiveness are ideal indicators in selection of the external data source. In our case, popular phone reviews from Amazon matched this criteria. We modeled 65,528 Amazon smartphone brands reviews 3 as the external data.
The collected data included the product and brand names, price, rating, review votes and the review content. For purposes of metamodel generation, we stripped off every attribute from the dataset except for the review content attribute.
2) PREPROCESSING
Since the two datasets were syntactically dissimilar, pre-processing them to a machine comprehensible format was done differently. For the long texts, Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) stop words list 4 was used to filter out common words in the dataset. Collocation detection and lemmatization was also performed. Moreover, punctuations and numbers were also removed. For the tweets, the process was slightly altered especially when it came to processing specific aspects of tweets that missed in metadata. Each tweet in the dataset was processed as a single document. Tweets comprising of four or less words were stripped off the dataset as they were likely to introduce noise in the data. Unlike conventional long texts, tweets differ due to the usage of emoticons, hashtags, user mentions etc. We translated emoticons to a textual format and added them to the stop-word list for removal. Hashtags were not of preference, thus were also filtered from the dataset. Our interest was in the vocabulary co-occurrence patterns of which hashtags played a minimal role, justifying their exclusion.
Regular expressions via the regex package 5 were applied to simulate possible URL structures to remove all URLs from the tweets. With most of the noise removed, the resultant clean short text dataset was tokenized via NLTKs TweetTokenizer 6 in preparation for input to the model. A sample tweet before and after preprocessing is shown below:-
Before: ''Samsung to halt Note 7 production temporarily amid reports of battery fires w/ replacement devices http://www. wsj.com/articles/ samsung-to-halt-galaxy-note-7-production-temporarily-147606452 #CJ278 #note7'' After: 'samsung', 'halt', 'note', 'production', 'temporarily', 'amid', 'reports', 'battery', 'fires', '/', 'replacement', 'devices'

3) PARAMETER SETTINGS AND MODEL TUNING
All models in Section V, metamodel and MELDA were trained using 5000 Gibbs iterations with α = 50/K , where K was the number of topics, β = 0.01. The seed confidence value γ was set at 0.15. This value is basically a user-defined weight depicting the variance between seed and regular topic sets. The metamodel parameters remain the same as the above except for the seed confidence value that wasn't applicable. Seed topic sets were generated with α = 50/K . Heuristically, setting parameters this way led to optimal topic modeling results as reported by Griffiths and Steyvers [9] and He et al. [11] . Therefore, we maintained the same settings in our experiments. We replicated the same parameter settings for SILDA [11] except for the seed confidence value which is not present in their approach. In Twitter-LDA, parameters settings replicated that of authors with β = 0.01 and γ = 20. Seed topic sets and confidence value were not factored in Twitter-LDA [7] . It was difficult to set the optimal number of topics, thus trials with different values for each model was necessary. We set the range between six and twenty topics with a two topic interval as topical divergence was minimal in our dataset.
B. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF TOPICS
We evaluated our model based on some objective metrics. In studies related to topic modeling, evaluation of the final model involves several techniques. In most topic modeling experimental setups [4] , perplexity was the measurement metric to evaluate how well the model fits data. However, perplexity was limited in terms of its indifference to human judgment [6] as well as its reflection of semantic coherence on individual topics. Our goal was in generation of coherent topics from short texts with augmentation from longer texts. Therefore, we applied topic coherence [19] as the main topic evaluation metric. Human interpretability of extracted topics corresponded well with topic coherence and thus influenced the choice of this measurement metric.
Topic distinctiveness was another important metric in the evaluation of modeled topics. Therefore, we opted for Jaccard Coefficient measure to evaluate the distinctiveness of the most probable words that co-occur in each topic.
1) TOPIC COHERENCE
Several works in the literature made use of topic coherence in evaluation of topics [7] , [8] , [12] , [13] . Topic coherence relied upon word co-occurrence patterns in the corpus. Therefore, it corresponded well to human judgment and in this case interpretability of topics [19] . We used twenty most probable words in each topic and average values for all the topics were computed. A higher topic coherence value indicated better topic quality in relation to human interpretability.
The topic coherence model in this instance was a pipeline encompassing segmentation of topics as a representation of the entire set. This measured how single words or their subsets fit together. These were tuples from the top N words in each generated topic. Segmentation was the first step where word-sets were divided into smaller pieces for co-occurrence pattern matching. The second measure involved a probabilistic distribution of the top N words over the reference corpus which was basically the remaining set. This was at word level where word-pairs W s were compared against each other. For better coherence, there needed to be a confirmation measure indicating an agreement in the word-pairs. Normalized Point-wise Mutual Information [5] of words denoted as M was the approach. Confirmation measures used word probabilities which was the third dimension in the configuration space. Lastly, methods related to aggregation of scalar values were computed by the confirmation measures. This was the fourth dimension in the configuration space denoted as α. All values were then aggregated to a single coherence value c. In summary, the computed coherence measure was a pipeline that was a cross product of the four sets C = (N × M × P × α).
2) JACCARD COEFFICIENT
The Jaccard Coefficient is a widely used measure for quantifying similarity between two finite sets. In topic modeling, it is useful in measuring the overlap of most probable words in generated topics. A lower Jaccard Coefficient value shows better distinctiveness between topics.
Results in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4 (b) respectively present the coherence and topic similarity values for each model with topic numbers set between six and twenty with a two-topic interval size. The low value of the topic interval parameter was used to capture small variances between the modeled topics.
We therefore make the following observations:-1) Topic coherence results presented in Figure 4 (a) confirm that MELDA consistently outperformed other baselines with an increase in the number of topics. MELDA performed better than Twitter-LDA as we introduced seed topic sets with a seed confidence value during initialization. As mentioned in Section V-A, topical diversity was limited because of the dataset nature. Therefore, coherence worsened with the introduction of a larger topic gap in the modeling process. This was the reason for maintaining a two topic interval size which we discovered as being ideal after several trials. A higher topic coherence score indicates better model quality as the generated topics and word co-occurrence patterns conform better to human interpretability. SILDA, LDA and Twitter-LDA coherence scores were consistently lower than MELDA's. For LDA, this could be attributed to its inability to handle noise in tweets, and sparsity in the word co-occurrence patterns. SILDA on the other hand was affected by noisy interest sets and thus performed suboptimally. Twitter-LDA's performance was somewhat worse when compared to MELDA's. This could be attributed to the noise as there was no dedicated method to mitigate the same. Twitter-LDA also lacked guidance in the topic initialization step hence recorded lower scores. 2) A lower Jaccard Coefficient measure indicated better distinctiveness in the generated topics as mentioned in Section V-B.2. In computing the coefficient, differences between two topic sets were computed for each model at each topic interval. The values were averaged at each interval which generated the y-axis values in Figure 4 (b). MELDA generated the lowest similarity measure, meaning it generated highly distinctive topics. Twitter-LDA reported slightly higher coefficients on average compared to MELDA. However, Twitter-LDA reported an inconsistent result between the 14th and 16th topic model intervals where a 0.1 drop in the Jaccard Coefficient value was noted. Other than that, the rest of the results were consistent with addition of more topics. LDA and SILDA results were consistent as much as they recorded a higher similarity measure meaning the topics they generated were not very distinctive. We presumed the reasons for this performance to be more like those in the coherence measure i.e. noisiness of the dataset and an equally noisy interest set. 3) Generally, more topics negatively influenced the coherence and Jaccard Coefficient values and thus we limited the number of topics to 20. Vocabulary sparsity in tweets as well as low topical variance in the data imposed an upper limit to the number of topics that could be modeled from the data. The fact that our model identified more coherent topics in such a constrained VOLUME 6, 2018 vocabulary space meant that it was effective in modeling more interpretable topics.
C. HUMAN EVALUATION
The primary goal of a topic model is to generate explicable topics that largely conform to human knowledge. Despite the importance of quantitative evaluation, it is not complete in itself when judging model performance. Another vital aspect is a qualitative evaluation that is carried out by humans to discern quality of the generated results. To facilitate this qualitative evaluation, we randomly chose five judges with fluency in English and good knowledge of the dataset domain to label every topic generated by MELDA, LDA, Twitter-LDA and SILDA. It is worth noting that the judges are unrelated to the authors and were thus not considered to have bias.
We choose the top 20 words ranked by per-topic word distributions for each topic. A word in a topic was considered good only if all the judges agreed to it; otherwise were labeled as bad. Judges also labeled words that had no clear positive or negative inclination as neutral. For transparency, topics were shuffled so that the judges had no idea which model generated the topics they labeled.In addition, top-N words in a topic were labeled good if they coherently related to the semantic concept represented by the topic. The same approach has been used in [11] .
1) TOPIC LABELING
Judges were asked to label each word in each topic. Since the judges did not have prior knowledge of the datasets, tweets and related metadata were presented for skimming. This was to help them understand word co-occurrence patterns in both sets. A word was therefore labeled as good if it is semantically related to an overall topic concept, otherwise it was labeled as bad as much as neutral ones were present. For simplicity, just the two labels were chosen in order to force placement into two widely separated categories. We adopted the approach by He et al. [11] of using two sets of probable words i.e. 20 and 10 word sets to reduce their ambiguity. Noisy short texts made up most of the top ten most probable words and thus judges found it hard to select the correct concepts. After labeling of words, topics containing more than 60% good words were labeled as good topics. To represent this metric, we used Precision@n (p@n), where p was the percentage of good topics and n the sum count of good words for each topic word-set i.e. (n = 10 and n = 20). Results of the above process were represented as the Cohen's Kappa score where all topics with good words above 60 percent were deemed good topics. Table 1 depicts MELDA's average scores with different values of n. Figure 5 exemplifies the human labeling results from which we can derive the below conclusions:-1) MELDA performed better than the other baselines on the dataset. Human judges' results showed that MELDA was the only one that surpassed the 0.6 Kappa score implying that it generated good topics and related words. Twitter-LDA and SILDA had slight variations in the number of good topics at p@10 and p@20. LDA related good topics and related terms were lower than SILDA's and Twitter-LDA's. The noisy interest preference set affected SILDA's performance as the resultant topics depicted redundancy as pointed out by the judges. Lack of external knowledge in Twitter-LDA and LDA also affected their performance. 2) Judges noted that an increase in the number of words for evaluation increased their overall conceptual understanding of the topics. Tweets were noisy and the top-10 words in each topic did not exhibit good coherency, in general. Judges noted more descriptive terms with addition of words in all models. This explains the reason for better judgment with (n = 20) 3) Topical variance was an issue that the judges noted.
It was especially constrained by the reuse of words in different contexts that express different aspects of interest. For example, a word like replacement was predominantly used in relation to battery and screen topics. This was attributed to the dataset nature but a quick look through the external data enhanced their understandability of different co-occurring terms in different aspects. Table 2 shows sample topics from three models. The top-10 ranked words from MELDA, SILDA and Twitter-LDA are listed. LDA performance was low and thus its top-10 word list was omitted in the table due to space limitations. MELDA modeled topics better compared to the other approaches. We specifically chose topics related to battery, screen and camera issues in the dataset. MELDA performed better in the identification of words coherent to the topics. Words like selfie and shot in camera topic were only captured Figure 5 and Table 1 .
by MELDA. The same result was replicated in the battery and screen topics. Twitter-LDA has a slightly higher number of good words compared to SILDA.
Experimental results from human judges demonstrated MELDA's good performance in the extraction of coherent topics and related topical word distributions in a topically constrained corpus.
VI. MODEL GENERALIZATION LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
Our model as described in Sections I and V-A.1.b is of the assumption that the metamodel is formulated from a known external data source. However, this approach also has the following limitations. 1) Choice and availability of external data -As described in Section V-A.1.c, availability of external datasets is domain specific. Some domains have readily available external data e.g. smartphone or movie related tweets can be correlated with Amazon or IMDB reviews while others do not have e.g. emerging events such as presidential elections, terror attacks or even earthquakes. This presents challenges in applying this modeling process. However, there are two possible solutions to this issue:-a) Amalgamation of external data sources -Depending on the nature of the short texts, several external dataset sources can be combined. In the case of Amazon reviews like in Section V-A, several review sources can be amalgamated to enhance the semantic relevance of the external set. For example, reviews from other websites 7 This may be in terms of language diversity or low term co-occurrence likelihood. In this case self-learning where short texts can be enhanced, learned and modeled is a viable solution. Deep learning related methods to some extent have proved to work in such scenarios especially after some textual enhancements [27] .
VII. MELDA'S SIGNIFICANCE
MELDA's potential use is in several application scenarios:-1) Content Recommendation -Third party content recommendation is one such potential application domain. Content creators may be interested in contacting users whose tweets are inclined towards certain seed documents that they created. Such documents in this instance formulate the metamodel whose seed topics can be used in modeling better topics from the tweets. 2) Building of ontologies -Incremental learning is pertinent in the construction of e.g. term-based ontologies where documents and related terms are mapped in the same space. This is vital in understanding other related documents which in this case can be the short text documents. Such tasks are related to topic modeling as well as understanding document semantics. 3) Automatic term-based tagging -Content creators would be interested in users with tagged content that is relevant to them. In such a situation, the tagging process is modeled better when provided with documents to base the tagging process on.
4)
Cold-start scenarios -Gathering enough content before making recommendations is hard especially, in user-specific microblog data e.g. insufficient number of tweets for a certain user or group of users. Modeling related external data can help to provide content for the initial recommendations.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed MELDA, a novel approach for modeling of coherent topics and respective word distributions in short texts. By incorporating metamodel seed topic sets and the seed confidence value at the initialization step, MELDA was able to steer short text words and their co-occurrence patterns towards the metamodel ones. A metamodel was formulated from a long text dataset, contextually related to the short text dataset. In MELDA's generative process, short texts in the form of tweets were distributed over metadata topic labels generated via LDA. A seed confidence value biased this distribution at the topic initialization step based on word co-occurrence patterns in the metamodel topics. We showed in our experimental results that our approach quantitatively and qualitatively outperformed three other state-of-the-art approaches in terms of topic coherence and distinctiveness.
Human judgment results also proved that MELDA generated more coherent topics. Notable limitations in this research are in relation to the lack of a general procedure for acquisition of prior knowledge as well as linguistic and semantic relevance between the two sets of data. In future, we aim to broaden the scope, size and contextual diversity in short text datasets and external data. With focused studies on social computing, we are confident that our proposed model is promising to advance research in this field.
